Abstract
Introduction

C*
research cm the refereace behavior in m u l t i p " r applicatim is needed in order to improve u p existing In summary, we find bat all three trace setsumtain saneprocessalocality,al~~sorlocalityinthe Ardent vedorized w&d hmeases with block size far beyond levels far the other warkloads. We also find that write-shared data is generally usedby d y oneprccessar at a time, and is often protected by locks. These two characteristics suggest the use d higher-performing, weaker cache consistency pratowls. In some of our traces. h o w e v e r , rwace" fresuenty read Imp.decfed data that was recently modified by Bllother p " r .
Applicaticos sharing data in this "le€ will c"le to quire strongly coosistent programming madels unless they are recoded t o explicitly E#xiake access to shared data.
The remof this paper is qanized as follows: section 2 discusses related research and OUT e x e m to thecurrentsetddts. sedion3describesOUTmetho-dology and W d d . section4 plwiellts OUT results. se0 tion 5 summabs these results and diaames how b y might be d to improve current cache cunsisteucy protocols.
Background
This section briefly summarizes some prior research an the reference behavior in multiprocessor applications. A mute complete survey related to this paper appears in 151 and a geoeral survey appeam in 1111. Darema 
Methodology lation. T h e t r e c e s a n a l y z e d i n t h i s s t l l d y~~
Summary of Results
In this paper. we have used tracedriva simulatia to study the reference behavia cf three multipraxssar workloads: a vectar-scientific wcdoad running on a f o u r -p " Ardent Titan, and two scalar workloads n m n i n g o n V A X , I B M , a u d~~. Thisstudy pruvides a majar contributian to this field simply by analyzing all of these trxxx, which npmsent a wide range of application ~wgrams inchding M actual, production-quality vector workload. Processor locality is V e q strong m the Ardent workload. due mainly to inherent spatial locality in vector applications coded with short strides, and partly to the fact that the applications ran on a small multiprocessor system (4 ~S o r s ) . our two scalar w d d , running on larger 16 and 6 4 -p " systems, contain far less spatial locality and dum data on a Illuch finer grain. hueasing block size in the scalar workloads only illueases the chance that diffemnt processars will reference data in the same block due to false sharing. One commonality in all workloads is that processor locality is stronger for write-shared data than for mad-shared data.
The o t k major
In the MIT traces, 10 to 20 percent of all shared data writes followed by reads fran different processors are closely spaced in time ( 
